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Auditory time-frequency analyses applied to phoneme segmentation
Phonemes, vowels and consonants are defined linguistically and represented acoustically in a speech
sequence. However, phonemes might also be explained by their psychoacoustic relevance. This study
compares the presence of vowel boundaries within the waveform between standard time-frequency
analyses and analyses based on auditory filter models. Both auditory imaging based on a gammatone
filterbank (2,6) and LPC-formant estimation based on short-term Fourier transformation do not resolve
clear vo wel boundaries.
In order to implement automatic segmentation by hidden Markov models, a pitch-synchronous auditory
analyses is proposed. Voiced speech is generally modeled as a sequence of glottal pulses filtered by
the vocal tract (1). A speech sequence can be interpreted as a series of impulse responses of the vocal
tract filter. In the analysis each speech period was extracted by a peak-search algorithm, containing a
speaker specific decision process. Each period was padded to a sequency and
frequency-domain filtered by a set of auditory ROEX-filters (4), with bandwidths based on the ERBscale (3). The position of peaks and valleys of the resulting auditory representation are compared to
the peaks and valleys obtained by LPC-formant analysis for three sets of stressed German vowels of
read speech (/a/,/I/,/aI/). Both methods result in temporal edges within the first three periods.
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